This paper investigates the use of time-domain convolutional denoising autoencoders (TCDAEs) with multiple channels as a method of speech enhancement. In general, denoising autoencoders (DAEs), deep learning systems that map noise-corrupted into clean waveforms, have been shown to generate high-quality signals while working in the time domain without the intermediate stage of phase modeling. Convolutional DAEs are one of the popular structures which learns a mapping between noisecorrupted and clean waveforms with convolutional denoising autoencoder. Multi-channel signals for TCDAEs are promising because the different times of arrival of a signal can be directly processed with their convolutional structure, Up to this time, TCDAEs have only been applied to single-channel signals. This paper explorers the effectiveness of TCDAEs in a multichannel configuration. A multi-channel TCDAEs are evaluated on multi-channel speech enhancement experiments, yielding significant improvement over single-channel DAEs in terms of signal-to-distortion ratio, perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ), and word error rate. Index Terms: Time-domain denoising autoencoder, dilated convolutional network, multi-channel speech enhancement This section gives a detailed explanation of TCDAEs for multichannel speech enhancement.
Introduction
Speech enhancement is an important technology for processing speech in noisy environments. Speech enhancement techniques are categorized into single-and multi-channel approaches. Multi-channel approaches, such as beam-forming [1] , and multi-channel Wiener filter [2] , generally perform better than single-channel approaches due to the utilization of spatial information that can be deduced from the time it takes a signal to reach differently placed microphones.
Recently, DNNs have been widely applied to both singleand multi-channel speech enhancement, where they have outperformed the traditional statistical approaches. The Denoising auto-encoder (DAE) is one popular DNN structure which learns the mapping between noisy and clean spectrograms from single-channel input [3] . DAEs were also applied to multichannel observations [4, 5] . In [4] , for example, phase and magnitude ratios between microphones are used as multichannel information to enhance the accuracy of mapping between spectrograms. While these studies focus on frequency domains, several recent studies attempt to apply DAEs in the time-domain [6, 7, 8] . Time-domain DAEs make direct mappings between wave-forms instead of mapping between spectrograms in the frequency-domain DAEs. Time-domain DAEs have an advantage over frequency domain DAEs in that phase information does not need to be estimated explicitly.
In a prior work, following these successes, we applied timedomain DAE to single channel speech enhancement [8] . Here, we demonstrated significantly improved performance of DAE Figure 1 : One-dimensional dilated convolutions and deconvolutions in which shift-and window-size equal two. Each plot and array denote node and connection between nodes when an auxiliary signal such as an enhanced signal, enhance noise, and noise itself were provided. The highest performance was achieved when an oracle noise-signal (i.e. the true noise signal imposed to observation) was provided as an auxiliary signal. These results suggest that the time-domain DAE can learn a time-differential filtering to calculate the difference between signals from different inputs. This paper goes a step further, applying time-domain DAE to the multichannel speech enhancement aiming at learning time-differential arrival from specific directions to enhance signals from the target. In the proposed time-domain DAE, the multi-channel signals are taken as an input to a time dilated convolutional network, and converted into a single-channel denoised signal. Here, we demonstrate that denoised signals obtained by multichannel TCDAEs significantly improve as the number of channels is increased.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the structure of a proposed TCDAE for multi-channel speech enhancement. Section 3 demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed system on multi-channel speech signals. Finally Section 4 presents our conclusions. 
Time-domain convolutional denoising autoencoders (TCDAEs)
] is given as
where Xt and Yt denote the clean and noise signals, respectively. The our objective is to estimate the clean signal Xt, attenuating the noise signal Nt for whole utterance t = 1, · · · , T .
Structure of TCDAEs
The TCDAE is designed to generate a denoised one-second monaural waveform from one-second C-channel noisy waveforms using the whole one-second waveform as a context. Recurrent structure [9] is one possible technique to catch such context, but it requires a large number of parameters to be trained. Instead, a one-dimensional dilated convolutional structure [6, 10, 11] is used. Figure 2 shows an example of one dimensional dilated convolutions and deconvolutions in which window-and shift-size equal two. Specifically, the t-th frames of the C-channel waveform with surrounding W frames Xt:t+W ∈ R C×1×W are convoluted into H1 nodes by a first s-dilated convolutional layer with a weight W enc
where g denotes a non-linear function and parametric ReLU (pReLU) [12] is used in this study. In addition, virtual batch normalization [13] is applied after each convolution to make the optimization faster. Then, obtained H1-dimensional embedded frames h enc 1 t are repeatedly convoluted into higher layers as follows:
where j denotes a layer's index. Here, note that the number of nodes in higher layers gets smaller by shifting the window with shift-size s. Finally Embedding frames at the j-th layer h
The embedded vector hJ which is finally obtained is taken as an input for the decoder. Each layer converts the nodes from lower layer with one-dimensional deconvolution with window of w-length shifting by s-steps. Here, in order to make the decoding easy, skipped connections from the corresponding encoding layer get concatenated with the output from the lower layer as proposed in U-net [14] . The output from the j-th decoding layer is as follows:
where W dec j ∈ R H j ×2×W and b dec j ∈ R H j denote the weight and bias of the j-th decoding layer. H
denotes an matrix concatenating outputs from the (j − 1)-th decoding and encoding layers. Figure 2 shows the whole network structure used in this study. Encoder and decoder are composed of 11 dilated convolution and deconvolution, respectively. In the encoder, the depth of the filter increases layer by layer and an eight-dimensional feature map is obtained at the bottle-neck with a depth of 1024. In the decoder, the depth of the filter decreases layer by layer and a one-dimensional feature with the same length as the input is obtained. The time-length × depth of the outputs of the layers are 16384 × C, 8192 × 16, 4096 × 32, 2048 × 32, 1024 × 64, 512×64, 256×128, 128×128, 64×256, 32×256, 16×512, and 8 × 1024, respectively.
Multi-channel speech enhancement experiments
Multi-channel speech enhancement experiments were conducted using various combination of interference directions, type of noises, segments, and speakers. interference source was placed at a specific angle selected from -90 to 90 degrees excepting 0 degrees. The distance between each source and the microphones was 1 m and the microphones were spaced 3 cm apart except for a gap in the middle of 8 cm.
The dry sources of noise and speech signals were convoluted with impulse responses taken from the multi-channel impulse response database (MIRD) [15] . Reverberation time was 160 ms. The mixed signals consisted of convoluted speech mixed with noise signals at five signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of -10, -5, 0, 5, and 10 dB. For the training set, the dry sources of speech were 8000 utterances spoken by 78 females and 78 males randomly selected from the Japanese newspaper article sentences read speech corpus (JNAS) [16] . Approximately 50 different sentences were included for each speaker and noise condition. For the testing data, the dry sources of speech were 500 utterances spoken by 7 females and 7 males, including approximately 35 different utterances for each speaker and noise condition. The dry sources of noise were eight types of noise for training and two for testing selected from the JEIDA noise corpus [17] . These are listed in Table 2 . Note that there is no over-wrap between types of speakers or noise conditions between the training and test sets.
To evaluate each method in more realistic environments, a data set was crated from the chime3 corpus [18] . All Utterances contained in tr05-simu set was used to train TCDAEs, and utterances in dt05-simu and et05-simu sets were used as a development and test sets, respectively.
Evaluation metrics
To evaluate the quality of enhanced signals, a signal distortion rate (SDR) between the estimated and the clean speeches was calculated using the BSS Eval toolbox [19] . A perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ), based on the ITU standard P.862 [20] , was used to measure the perceptual performance.
The word error rate (WER) was also calculated to evaluate the speech recognition performance. The 39-dimensional Melfrequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) with their ∆ and ∆∆ parameters was used for the input feature. Linear discriminant analysis and feature-space maximum likelihood linear regression were applied to the MFCC features. Five layered DNNs with 1024 hidden nodes in each layer were used to calculate the posterior probabilities of the triphone states. The DNNs were trained using 31396 speech utterances selected from ASJ-JNAS. They were trained using clean input, and no techniques were used to adapt to noisy conditions. We used a phoneme bi-gram language model trained with 20000 speech utterances selected from ASJ-JNAS. For training and decoding, Kaldi [21] was used.
Evaluation items
The following four denoising systems were compared: • beamformit TDOA-based beamformer [22] ;
• MVDR: minimum variance distortionless regression (MVDR) beamformer using eight channels; • TCDAE-1ch: single-channel TCDAE [6] ; and • TCDAE-{2-8}ch: multi-channel TCDAEs using multiple channels. Channel IDs used are listed in Table 1 . Figure 4 shows the speech enhancement performance evaluated with SDR and PESQ score averaged over 500 test utterances.
Experimental results
Dashed line in each figure shows the scores evaluated on unprocessed mixed signals. This result shows that the enhanced signals obtained from the multi-channel TCDAE (i.e. ch >= 2) yielded a significant improvement over single-channel TC-DAE. The performance of TCDAE-2ch, however, was worse than that of TCDAE-1ch when the angle between target and interference sources was 15 degrees at SNR:-10dB. This was because the model could learn the time difference of arrival between microphones, but the difference was too small. The performance of multi-channel TCDAEs improved with the number of microphones used. For angles between sources of 15 degrees the performance degradation was attenuated by the use of more than six-channels. This result demonstrates the effectiveness of the use multi-channel information for TCDAE. Table 3 summarizes the WER calculated on clean, noise-corrupted, and enhanced signals with MVDR, single-channel TCDAE, and multichannel TCDAEs. From this result, we can see that the performance of MVDR and single-channel TCDAE significantly deteriorated especially when the angle between target and interference sources was small. By contrast, multi-channel TCDAE keeps low WER for all conditions. These results show that multi-channel TCDAEs works well the noise source is placed near the target source. Figures 5 (a) and (b) show the SDR and PESQ evaluated on chime3 dataset, respectively. These figures show that the proposed 8ch-TCDAE outperformed single-channel TCDAE and beamformit in SDR. However, the PESQ score obtained by 8ch-TCDAE is worse than beamformit. This is because due to the difficultly to training TCDAEs with the complex experimental environment in chime3 (e.g. the direction of target and interference frequently changed), and distorted signals were generated. Table 4 lists the WER evaluated on chime3 dataset. This result shows the TCDAE with 8ch-microphones outperformed the beamformit.
Conclusions
This study proposed and developed a multi-channel timedomain convolutional denoising autoencoder (TCDAE) and evaluated its speech enhancement performance in a multichannel configuration. The TCDAE directly maps noisy speech signals into clean signal in the time-domain, aiming to learn spatial information in an end-to-end manner. The multi-channel TCDAE was compared with a single-channel TCDAE and an MVDR beamformer in a simulated environments, and showed significant improvements in terms of SDR, PESQ, and WER. Experiments were also conducted with the chime3 dataset to evaluate the multi-channel TCDAE in a more realistic environment. Experimental results indicated that SDR and WER were significantly improved over single-channel TCDAE and beamformit while the obtained signals were relatively distorted compared to those obtained in the simulated environment.
